




MONTREAL CONVENTION ENFORCEMENT IN UKRAINE 

Grounded? How the Thai police have 
enforced the Act 

Since the Act came into force, the number
of charges and prosecutions at Bangkok's
two airports have been relatively minimal,
particularly given annual passenger numbers.
There do not appear to have been any
arrests and no unruly passengers have been
deported.

The majority of offenders appear to have
been issued with fines and/ or warnings.
These have been primarily for smoking

and the use of mobile devices when this is
prohibited. A more rigorous application of
the Act going forward would serve to enhance
the deterrence.

Flying forward 

The willingness of passengers to share their
views, as well as still and video footage of such
incidents, may spur greater enforcement
and greater awareness, particularly where
passengers are critical of the response of the
crew and the airline.

Montreal Convention 

enforcement in Ukraine 

Annotation 

Carrier responsibility rules provided in
the Montreal Convention are used both
for international and home flights. The
Ukrainian courts dealing with aviation
disputes meet certain difficulties in
their application due to convention
misinterpretation and judges' inexperience.
Stated problems together with non
application of the res ipsa wquitur rule push
potential claimants to forum-shopping to
receive favourable judgment.
1. The Montreal Convention is effective

for Ukraine since mid-2009. In
2013, new rules on passenger and
baggage transportation based on the
Montreal Convention regime of the
carrier responsibility (the 'Ukrainian
Rules') were enacted. In such a way,
the Montreal Convention carrier
responsibility regime is spread over
international and home flights.

2. The Ukrainian Rules are based not only
on the Montreal Convention but on
European Commission (EC) Regulation
261/2004 as well. Correspondingly
long delays in Ukraine are under
similar regulation as in the EC,
e�cluding treatment of extraordinary
circumstances. EC Regulation defines that

'extraordinary circumstances which
could not have been avoided even

if all reasonable measures had been
taken may, in particular, occur in cases
of political instability, meteorological
conditions incompatible with the
operation of the flight concerned,
security risks, unexpected flight safety
shortcomings and strikes that affect the
operation of an operating air carrier.'

In its judgment, the European Court
held that these circumstances 'must be
interpreted as meaning that a technical
problem in an aircraft that leads to the
cancellation of a flight is not covered
by the concept of "extraordinary
circumstances", unless that problem
stems from events which, by their nature
or origin, are not inherent in the normal
exercise of the activity of the air carrier
concerned and are beyond its actual
control'. The Ukrainian Rules define
among other things: technical obstacies
that arise due to rejections and nuisance
failures; electrical and communication
systems malfunction; and problems with
e�uipment and software as extraordinary
circumstances. Thus, in the case of a
dispute consideration in Ukraine, carrier
negligence in due aircraft maintenance
resulting in delay in transportation may
be 'excused'.

3. Another possibility for the carrier to
escape responsibility in Ukraine has
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